December 2020

Hi Families! This month in the classroom, we will be focusing on the themes of
Gingerbread Stories and Winter Wonderland.
Speech and Language:
We spend an entire week
on di erent versions of
the Gingerbread Story.
Why? Familiarity with
story patterns increases
vocabulary acquisition, ability to build
grammatical sentences, and ability to
retell stories. Retelling stories targets
working memory, vocabulary,
sequencing, and is an easy way to work
on speech sounds! In addition, retelling
stories is linked to reading
comprehension as kids get older!

Social Emotional: Holidays can be so
exciting, exhausting, and emotional!
Deep breathing can help young children
self regulate. Here are some ways to
practice:
❖ Use bubbles. Blowing gently to
create bubbles is a good way to
be playful and breathe deeply.
❖ Use a stu ed animal to practice
deep breathing. Have your child
lay down on their back and put a
stu ed animal on
their belly.
❖ Use a pinwheel.
❖ Use a Feather.
❖ Hoberman Sphere.

Cognitive: While you are making your
child’s Christmas list and
buying presents, consider
including some toys that
encourage cognitive
development. Some great toys include:
1. Toys that encourage pretend
play-kitchens, dress up clothes,
dolls, puppets
2. Toys for building-blocks seem
simple, but children are learning
spatial concepts
3. Toys for creating-art supplies,
playdough, musical instruments
4. Toys for problem solving-puzzles,
games
For more ideas, check out this link: Good
Toys for Young Children by Age and
Stage

Self Help: It is holiday time, and you are
probably stressed and exhausted! Time
for kids to lend a helping hand! Here are
some chores that 3- to 5-year olds can
help with:
Personal Chores: make their
bed, pick up their toys, put
dirty clothes in hamper
Household Chores: help
carry in groceries, set and
clear the table, feed pets, dust, water
plants, help carry groceries

Fine Motor: Looking for some sensory fun over the break? Try out this candy cane
scented moon dough recipe! You can use the moon dough to work on the following:
1. Hand strengthening: Squeezing and molding it to form shapes, letters, and
numbers, packing it into cookie cutters
2. Bilateral skills: Scooping with spoons and pouring into containers, using cookie
cutters, mixing
3. Fine motor: manipulating the dough, pinching/squeezing/grasping/etc.
4. Sensory processing: tactile/touch input, heavy work input, olfactory input
(peppermint is very alerting)
Ingredients:
Lotion (scented or unscented)
Corn starch
Peppermint ﬂavor
Red food coloring gel
*See the full blog post at the link below:
https://www.theottoolbox.com/candy-cane-scented-moon-dough-sensory/

Gross Motor: Single leg stance is an activity that many standardized
tests in pediatric physical therapy use to measure balance abilities and
developmental age. It is an easy to measure goal and is frequently
required for higher level balance skills. The more a child practices
standing on 1 leg the stronger they'll become and the better balance they
will have!
How to Practice Single Leg Stance
Books:

Fun Activities:

Stand up Cardboard Christmas
Tree

Gingerbread Playdough People

Rudolph Handprint Craft

13 Homemade Christmas
Ornaments

